Guide to Your First USPSA Match at El Dorado Practical Shooters
What to Expect?
Nervous about your first match? Most people are! Hey relax and enjoy it. Every top shooter was once a
beginner. Every top shooter arrived at his first match with a stomach full of butterflies and wondered
how, he/she was going to get through the competition. This sport is fun! You’ll find that both experienced
shooters and Range Officers are friendly and helpful with new shooters. We all enjoy Practical Shooting
and want to get you started right! Matches are as much social gatherings as shooting contests
Forget Speed!
Walk through the match- it’s the smart move. Don’t try to imitate the “hosers” that zip through a course
in flying cleats and a shower of brass. Forget speed- think safe and smooth! Forget the time and
concentrate on getting all “A” hits.
Above all, concentrate on controlling your gun!
Concentrate on learning safe gun handling practices- speed will come with practice and experience.
Always, always, always pay attention to your muzzle direction and to where your trigger finger is!
Before You Leave Home
Here is a list of things that you need to bring with you to your first match: • Gun
and magazines – ideally you should have at least four magazines.
• Ammunition (typically about two hundred rounds or more for a local match). • Belt Holster, belt, and
magazine pouches. (no thigh or shoulder holsters)
• Shooting glasses, earplugs and/or earmuffs (preferably both).
• Good boots/shoes that support the ankles.
• Bag to carry your gear.
• Bag to keep your used brass cases.
• Sun block if it is hot.
• Pair of gloves if it is cold.
Your gun must be serviceable and safe.
Start with a gun you might select for personal protection - a few matches with it will tell you a lot! Got a
Glock? A 1911? A revolver? Great you do not need a $2000+ race gun to be competitive. In fact, our
divisions that use largely stock guns (limited, Limited 10, Production, and Revolver) have outstripped
“open” race gun division by a wide margin. Our sport favors new shooters with “entry – level”
equipment.

Practical Shooting is “safety in Action” Safety is the watch word of the entire USPSA program! Practical
Shooters instinctively practice safe gun handling under pressure, and they demand the same of others:
SAFETY COMES FIRST AND FOREMEOST – ALWAYS!
All USPSA clubs employ a “cold” range: This means that (or cased/bagged) all guns must be unloaded
and holstered at all times. Guns are not to be removed from holsters or cases, unless and until so directed
by a Range Officer, or in a designated safety area. Guns must be empty (inclusive of magazines, snap
caps, and/or empty cases), with actions closed and hammers down, when holstered or cased. Gear up
ONLY in the specially marked areas. Do not handle ammunition in a safety Area! This is against the
rules and you will be disqualified.
FIREARM safety is ultimately a matter of personal responsibility and self-control, two key qualities
stressed in Practical Shooting. The shooter is always responsible for his or her actions and safe gun
handling
The Four Laws of Gun Control
1. I will treat every firearm as a loaded one!
2. I will never point a firearm at anything I am not willing to destroy!
3. I will be sure of my target and what is behind it before firing!
4. I will keep my finger off the trigger until my muzzle is pointed downrange!
Violations of these laws will lead to disqualification from matches. You will find other shooters intolerant
of sloppy gun handling – they expect to compete under safe conditions. That is why we demand that you
accept full responsibility for your actions; it is your gun, you are shooting it, and you have full control of
the “disaster factors”.
The Fundamental Safety Rules You Need to Know
SAFETY AREA – Other than on the line under RO direction, you may handle your gun only in a
designated Safety Area. Any gun handling anywhere else on the range premises is considered unsafe gun
handling and will incur a match disqualification.
Match Disqualifications - A Match disqualification will be incurred for any of the following safety
infractions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any accidental discharge
Breaking 180° (pointing the gun uprange), whether the gun is loaded or not.
Dropping a handgun, loaded or not, during the course, or during loading or unloading.
Sweeping any part of the body – or anyone else’s - with the muzzle of the gun
Allowing the muzzle of the handgun to point rearwards beyond a radius of 3 feet when drawing or
reholstering
Leaving a finger in the trigger guard during malfunction/jam clearing, loading, unloading, or
reloading, or during movement.
Having a loaded handgun or removing it from the holster, other than when specifically ordered to do
so by a Range Officer.

Arrive at the Range
Always try to arrive early at the range on match day. The extra time will give you an opportunity to
walk around the range and examine the stages before the match begins; and make some new shooting
friends, too.

Safe Area
After arriving at the range and installing your belt-ride holster and magazine pouches, locate the Safe
Area, which is clearly marked. The Safe Area is where you remove your gun from your gun bag and
holster it. Your other gear may be put on at any time before or after sign-in.
Only handle your gun in a Safe Area or under the supervision of a Range Officer (RO).
Do not handle ammunition in the Safe Area. This is against the rules.
Feel free to load your magazines wherever you want, but not in the Safe Area.
Sign-In
If you plan to shoot with someone that you know, then try to sign-in at the same time as your friend.
Typically, each match uses self-squading – grouping shooters together – and you stay with that squad
as you move from one course of fire (CoF) to another for the entire match. If you sign-in next to your
shooting buddy, chances are good that you and your friend will be assigned to the same squad. If you
do not know anyone at the match, then mention this to the person coordinating the sign-in, and he will
recommend a shooter who can guide you through your first match. Every good club should go out of
its way to accommodate new shooters, so do not be afraid to ask for help. Everyone is there to help,
and wants your first match to be safe and fun.
Definitions
•
Comstock Scoring – You can shoot as many rounds as you need / desire to complete the
CoF or stage.
•
Virginia Count Scoring – You can only shoot up to the maximum number of rounds. If you
shoot more than the maximum number of rounds, penalties will apply.
•
Short Course / Speed Shoot – Typically a fast stage with little or no movement with around
9 rounds.
•
Medium Course – Not as fast as a speed shoot, and the stage may have two or more
shooting positions with around 20 rounds.
•
Long Course / Field Course – The large stages can have upwards of 32 rounds and require
multiple shooting positions.
•
Number of Rounds –The minimum (or maximum for Virginia Count) rounds that will be
required for the stage.
•
Number of Points – The number of points that are available, typically this is 5 times the
number of rounds. For example, a 20-round stage is typically worth 100 points.
•
Walk-Through / Description – Guides you through the stage, and describes what you have
to do in detail. It includes the start position and lists certain targets that have to be engaged from
specific positions.

Match Briefing / Shooters Meeting
There is a shooters meeting before the match starts where the Match Director reviews any pertinent
information. For example, the Match Director could announce future matches.
Walk-Through
You have made your way to the correct Course of Fire (CoF), and the butterflies are doing
acrobatics in your stomach; but do not worry, it is going to be okay.
Each walk-through is written on a sheet of paper, and is available on every stage during the match so
you can read it at any time to make sure you understand the process. Once the walk-through is read
and all questions have been answered, each shooter has three to five minutes to “memorize” the CoF
before the first shooter’s name is called to shoot. This is your opportunity to look at all the different

angles and positions in which to shoot that particular stage. You are allowed to walk around the CoF to
see where the targets are placed.
Procedures
Once the walk-through is completed, then it is time to start the CoF. There is a RO and a Score Keeper
at each stage. These people have experience with matches and are familiar with the rules. Some people
have completed extensive USPSA training to become ROs.
The Score Keeper calls out the name of the first, second, and third shooter. The first shooter is called
the “shooter,” the second shooter is “on deck,” and the third shooter is “in the hole.” If you are called
to shoot first, tell the Score Keeper that you would like to be moved down in the shooting order so you
can have an opportunity to watch other people shoot the stage before it is your turn in the spotlight.
Terminology and Stage Workers
USPSA is a volunteer sport, and there are many different duties that need to be manned.
• Range Officer (RO) – Runs the timer.
• Score Keeper – Scores and calls the next couple of shooters.
• Shooter
• Just Finished Shooter – Loads his magazines for the next stage.
• On Deck – A person who is walking through the CoF, memorizing the stage.
• Tapers and Setters – People who tape targets and set steel for the next shooter.
• Brassing – If a shooter wants his brass back after shooting, then several people pitch in to pick up the
brass and hand it back before the next shooter starts the CoF.
Your Turn to Shoot
Now it is time when you get to do your thing. Do not worry about making a mistake, as long as you are
safe. You should be familiar with the standard procedures, such as:
• “MAKE READY” – means load your gun and put it back in your holster.
• “ARE YOU READY?” – The RO asks this of you, if you do not respond with a NO, then he moves
on to the next command.
• “STANDBY” – a 1 to 3 second pause then…
• An audible beeeeeep! – draw your gun as you face downrange and engage targets according to the
walk-through. When you are done shooting, the RO will say…
• “IF YOU ARE FINISHED UNLOAD AND SHOW CLEAR” – remove your magazine and pull the
slide back to unchamber the round, and after seeing the round drop out and checking the empty
chamber…
• “IF CLEAR, HAMMER DOWN AND HOLSTER” – aim the gun at the rear berm and pull the
trigger. Click! Now put your gun back in your holster, you are done.
“THE RANGE IS CLEAR” – This signals the tapers and Brassers – and – you to go forward. Stay
with the Range Officer and check your targets. Stay at least three feet away from your targets and
don’t touch them.

Do not try to set any speed records at your first match; the idea is to get comfortable with the gun and
to be safe. It is important to focus on the basics of Practical Shooting; do not try to set the world on fire
with blazing fast times. Instead, focus on safety and hitting each target.
Scoring
After shooting the CoF, you are out of breath and wondering how well you shot. The RO proceeds to
score your targets – do not worry about picking up your brass cases or your empty magazines – your
squad mates take care of that. You will get plenty of opportunities to repay their kindness later. Follow
the RO as he scores your targets, and look closely at your shots. If your shots are too low or too high,
then an adjustment of your sights may be in order. The RO calls out the hits, misses, no-shoots, and the
procedural errors that you had for running over the fault lines that you no doubt missed in all the
excitement.
Preparation
Clean your magazines that you dropped on the ground and load them for the next stage. Cleaning your
magazines is important because dirt, sand, etc. can work its way into the magazine and cause
malfunctions.
Help with Taping, Brassing, or Future Score Keeping
Once you have prepared everything for the next stage, you will need to tape targets or brass.
Helping to tape and brass keeps the squads moving and prevents delays in the match. Alternatively,
you may want to follow the Score Keeper around to see how the score sheet is completed. After a few
matches, you can perform this duty yourself.
End of the Match and Tear Down
At the end of the match, proceed to a Safe Area, and put your gun in your shooting bag, and remove
the rest of your gear and place it in your bag. The stages are dismantled, and all the props are put away.
Please help tear down the match. If everyone does a little then no one has to do a lot. While tear down
is occurring, someone is entering the scores into the computer to calculate the final positions of every
competitor. The scoring process may take a few hours, and then the results are uploaded to the CASA
Web site (www.casarange.com) and posted on the Scores page.
Congratulations
You have completed your first USPSA match. The more matches you shoot, the more your confidence
grows. Once your confidence has started to build, then feel free to experiment with different
techniques for shooting stages and for moving from one target array to another.
Your first match may seem overwhelming, and it may take you longer to shoot a stage. Try to focus on
simple tasks. After a few matches you will be able to work your way through each CoF without
concentrating on every action.
Each shooter starts out as a beginner; every World Champions has gone through this same learning
experience.
Be safe.
Presently we hold intro classes on the 3rd Sunday of the month. See EDRGC’s calendar for other
details. Any questions TEXT 530-409-8134. He will return your inquiry.
El Dorado Practical Shooters

